Scientists set S&T as priority area to promote innovations in ECO regions

Several key posts still vacant in HEC in AFCHEM

Experts speak about cyber security system

Dr. Soomro seeks ECO support for ECOSF

Auction of 3G/4G spectrum still hangs in balance

World Innovation & Technology Day celebrated

Meeting projects climate change impacts on snow leopard

LEAD offers fellowships to two PAF students

Water shortage endangering Indian Rivers

Advisory Committee formed for Spectrum auction

EDUCATION Tech

INVESTING in higher education

EDUCATION IS the most powerful weapon which we can use to eliminate poverty, illiteracy and to develop civilizations. The challenge we face today is to ensure that the huge number of our youth gets the job and the skills it needs.

The mobilization of human resources is a top priority for Pakistan Government. The government stockpiled large amount of primary and secondary education materials in order to create an atmosphere of learning and to ensure the education of young students in this country, which is being undertaken under the Vision 2015.
there are many countries that are regarding the call to decrease use of petrol due to economic and environmental reasons. It is an obvious chance for the parasites to at least compromise with the blood of their people. It is a common nature of parasitic characters thus are in the attitude to induce pessimistic thoughts and every types of rights are exercised in the direction of their will. Like heavy dosage of antibiotics, it becomes too late to decide and take measures.
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Emergence of e-sports: Pakistani youth in the digital age

By Amber Zahra and Dr. Muhammad Irfan Majeed

Since its EXPLOSION across the country, e-sports have become a cultural landscape over a decade. Gaming lounge in Lahore’s portion of the world... Gaming has left a lasting impact on the masses, the image of gaming has been transformed from the computer gaming era to the present digital era. It is an era of knowledge, knowledge which is directly based on the impact of e-sports.

With Murphy’s law of participation in more traditional activities. With Murphy’s law, which states that a fall benefitting the team... The Science Development Board (SDB) offers a platform to host the best crumbs in the history of Pakistan. The idea of network gaming has evolved around a set of concepts, for more than a decade recently, the idea of network gaming has gained a competitive edge on the masses. The Science Development Board (SDB) offers a platform to host the best crumbs in the history of Pakistan.

This move towards a more conventional sporting platform is an important step in the development of e-sports in Pakistan. A well-organized fair can be counted as a promising platform amidst the current scenario to develop its level of maturity to the country until now. By generating a very exciting atmosphere of e-sports... With Murphy’s law, which states that a fall benefitting the team... The Science Development Board (SDB) offers a platform to host the best crumbs in the history of Pakistan.

The magnetic nanoparticles can be heated and their methodology can be enhanced by various methods... The magnetic nanoparticles can be heated and their methodology can be enhanced by various methods. A combination with radio frequency... The magnetic nanoparticles can be heated and their methodology can be enhanced by various methods. A combination with radio frequency is used to heat the tumor cells.
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Unesco assisting in developing flood warning system

Monet achieves PCI DSS version 3.1 certification

Cybercrimes bill passage still looks a hard task

Chinese firm to build $2.4b, 1,000 MW Kohala hydroelectric project

Submarine cable link to PTCL broadband service

Concern expressed over land erosion in coastal areas

Pakistan Nuclear Society got new torch bearers

Pakistan asked to update flash flood guidance system